ML in PL Virtual Event 2020

Terms of Participation

This document ("Terms of Participation") is shared with you to regulate your and our obligations with regard to the ML in PL Virtual Event 2020, an event held on 18th December 2020 focused on the best of Machine Learning both in academia and in business.

Whenever the terms defined hereunder are used in this ML in PL Virtual Event Terms of Participation, they should be understood as follows (useful tip - usually it’s easier to skip this ‘definitions’ part and come back to it if necessary):

Application – Standard Application or Poster Application.

Call for posters – the period during which Poster Participants Candidates can submit the posters.

Candidate – Standard Candidate or Poster Participant Candidate.

Committee – a group of Virtual Event organizers who will assess the Applications and decide on the basis of the Registration Forms whether a certain person is qualified to participate in the Virtual Event.

Fortuitous Events – circumstances which despite maintaining due diligence are unpredictable and cannot be prevented or stood against effectively.

ML in PL Virtual Event ("Virtual Event") – an online event carried out by the Organizer on the 18th of December 2020 which is available to any person able to meet the conditions specified in this Terms of Participation.

Participant – Poster Participant, Standard Participant or other natural person entitled to participate in the Virtual Event.

Poster Application – actions undertaken by a Poster Participant Candidate to register for the Virtual Event i.e. by filling the Registration Form.

Poster Participant – Poster Participant Candidate accepted by the Committee to present the poster during the Virtual Event.

Poster Participant Candidate – a natural person who intends to submit or submitted the Poster Registration Form in order to qualify as the Poster Participant.

Poster Registration form – Google Forms form designed to enable the submission of Applications for Virtual Event, available for the Poster Participant Candidate.
Registration form – Standard Registration form or Poster Registration form.

Standard Application – actions undertaken by a Standard Candidate to register for the Virtual Event i.e. by filling the Registration Form.

Standard Candidate – a natural person who intends to submit or submitted the Standard Registration Form in order to qualify as the Standard Participant.

Standard Registration form – Google Forms form designed to enable the submission of Applications for Virtual Event, available for the Standard Candidate.

Standard Participant – Standard Candidate accepted by the Committee to actively participate in the Virtual Event.

The right to the information (information clause) - information to which the Organizers, as ‘the Personal Data Administrator of Participants’ personal data, are required according to art. 13 § 1 and § 2 of the General Regulation on the Protection of Personal Data of 27 April 2016 (hereinafter: GDPR). The full information clause is available here in our Privacy Policy.

§ 1

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

1. Rules of Applications:

1.1. The condition for the participation in the Virtual Event is to submit an appropriate Application by filling the relevant Registration Form correctly.

1.2. Applications can be submitted electronically (online) via the Registration Forms for Standard Candidate or Poster Participant available on the Virtual Event website: ML in PL Virtual Event 2020.

1.3. In order to become a Poster Participant, one needs to submit the Poster Registration form during the Call for Posters and be accepted by the Committee.

1.4. Filling the Registration Form requires providing personal details requested thereof.

1.5. Organizer reserves the right to refuse the Application without any further explanation.

2. General Provisions:

2.1. The Virtual Event will consist of three types of meetings:

2.1.1. Individual talks and panels held by the experts who agreed to participate in the Virtual Event;
2.1.2. Posters presentations held by the Poster Participants and watched by the Standard Participants;

2.1.3. Networking sessions between the Participants.

2.2. The technical details (including the online communication platform) will be announced before the start of the Virtual Event, on website: ML in PL Virtual Event 2020.

§ 2

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE ORGANIZER

1. The Organizer reserves the right to close the registration for the Virtual Event or its particular parts (call for posters, side events) before the start of the Virtual Event.

2. The Organizer reserves the right to prevent an attendance of a person who has not applied via the Registration Form in accordance with these Terms of Participation.

3. Virtual Event agenda will be published on the Virtual Event website under the address: http://virtual-event.mlinpl.org/. The Organizer reserves the right to make changes in the Virtual Event agenda. All changes will be announced on an ongoing basis under the same address. Such changes can not be a basis for any claims by the Participant. In case of Fortuitous Events, the Organizer may implement the necessary changes of Virtual Event organization including the online tools and the date. In such a case, the Organizers may inform the Participants about the changes via electronic mail sent to the address stated in the Registration Form or via http://virtual-event.mlinpl.org/ website.

4. The Organizer will respond to the chosen Applications after examining the Registration forms basing on the following criteria:
   a. quality of answers provided in the Standard Registration form;
   b. diversity of the Participants of the Conference.

§ 3

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF A PARTICIPANT

1. Through submitting the Application you agree to be bound by these Terms of Participation.

2. Submitting the Application for the Virtual Event constitutes a gratuitous, unlimited in time, in quantity and in territory, consent for gratuitous use, processing, replication and multiple dissemination of the Participant’s image perpetuated on photos and
videos made during the ML in PL Virtual Event for purposes of Virtual Event communication, promotion and advertisement without the need of every-time consent. The above consent encompasses all forms of publication in particular dissemination in television, press and the Internet, including the Virtual Event website under the address http://virtual-event.mlinpl.org/, open services, services with limited access, and social media portals like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, etc.

3. The participation in the Virtual Event is free of charge.

4. Sound- and video-recording of the Virtual Event and side events is prohibited without the written consent of the Organizer.

5. Participants cannot address other Participants, speakers, and the members of the Organizer team in a manner which violates their dignity or is contrary to general principles of social coexistence.

6. Participants are obliged to behave in a manner which does not disturb other Participants.

7. A participant shall bear full responsibility for any damages they made during the Virtual Event on the venue or during the Virtual Event side events.

8. Participants are obliged to execute all commands of the Organizer member’s team regarding the Virtual Event.

9. The Organizer reserves the right to remove a Participant from the Virtual Event if they break the rules of the Terms of Participation.

§ 4

MISCELLANEOUS

10. In case of Fortuitous Events, the Organizer reserves the right to change the principles of the Virtual Event organization including the platform, the date, the hour, the leader and the subject. In this situation, the Organizers are obliged to inform the Participant about the changes via electronic mail sent to the address stated on the Registration Form. The Participant has a right to cancel his/her participation within 4 working days from the moment of receiving the information. The cancellation must be sent to the address contact@mlinpl.org. The lack of cancellation or submitting the resignation later than the defined time constitutes the acceptance of changes introduced.

11. The right to participate in the Virtual Event cannot be sold or shared with another Participant without the consent of the Organizer.

12. Any possible disputes arising from the participation in the Virtual Event will be settled by the court relevant for the headquarters of the Organizer.
Regulation is valid from: 29.09.2020